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Watertown Arsenal Laboratory •R"e1•r
Report Number WAL 321/4-1
Problem Number J-2-3 23 May 1944

*1 DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECT ILE STEELS

Second Partial Report

4 OBJECT

STo investigate the various methods by which a high
bend strength may be obtained at high hardness levels.

SUI.'4ARY

A study has been made of the effect various types

of heat treatments have on the bend strength of FXS-318

steel. The standard heat treatment of straight quench

and temper has been found to give nearly as good results

as a more complicated heat treatment involving an inter-

rupted quench. Several other heat treatments with various

austenitizing and quenching conditions produced very poor

bend properties. The only remaining variable in the

standard quench and temper treatment is the time-temper-

ature combination used in tempering. Compared at the

same resulting hardness values the higher-temperature,

short-time temper gave similar results to the lower-temper-

ature longer-time temper. This fact suggests a rapid

method for base tempering hardened projectiles. That is,

to heat by induction the outer portion of the projectile

back of the bourrelet for a time short compared to the

time for equilibration of temperature. The equilibrium

-- ago,%"
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* temperature of the projectile would then be sufficiently

low as to produce no softening of the ogive.

Two FXS-318 steels were studied, one with a higher

carbon and alloy content than the other. The one with

the lower carbon content (0.64%) could be heat treated

to have a very high bend strength at the as quenched

hardness level of 62/63 RC. The steel with the higher

carbon (0.76%) had, as expected, a higher as quenched

hardness of 65 RO, but at that hardness the bend strength

was low under all conditions of heat treatment. When

the hardness was reduced by tempering to the hardness level

of the lower carbon steel, its bend strength increased

but remained lower than that of the lower carbon steel.

A theoretical interpretation of this reduced bend strength

at higher carbon levels is given. The carbon content of

British projectiles is over 85%. From the above discussion

it appears that the slight gain in ogive hardness associ-

ated with this higher carbon content is obtained only at

the expense of a lowered bend strength back of the

bourrelet.

From the above results it may be concludc-d that the

fracture stress of a hardened steel is determined prima-

* rily by two factors: the magnitude of micro-stresses,

and the size of carbide particlee. Another method, other

than tempering, is studied which may reduce micro-stresses.

This is plastic deformation. From a theoretical analysis

-w . -
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it is concluded that these micro-stresses will be re-

duced exponentially by plastic deformation, being re-

duced to l/e times the original value when the plastic

strain becomes equal to the elastic strain. It is

therefore anticipated that the bend strength of steel

in the as quenched condition will be improved by a prior

plastic deformation, such as a twist.

A theoretical analysis is also made of the possible

effects of a surface layer under compression upon the

bend strength. It is concluded that unless the surface

has defects, such as surface cracks, which lower the

fracture stress of the surface layere with respect to

the inner core, no appreciable improvement will result
from the presence .f such awskin.

D. Van Winile

Associate Physicist
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Senior Physicist
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INTRODUCTION

In performing its primary function of penetrating

armor, an AP projectile is subjected to high stresses of

all types, compressive, shear and tensile. The range of

conditions under which a projectile will be successful

depends largely upon its ability to resist fracture or

appreciable deformation by these stresses. No particular

difficulty is presented in obtaining the maximum

SIpossible resistance to deformation of the steel. The

steel is simply heat treated to its maximum hardness.

; .4 The difficult metallurgical problem is in obtaining a

sufficiently high hardness combined with a high fracture

stress.

Tensile stresses in projectiles arise from the

bending moments associated with the transverse component

of the force acting upon the ogive. The maximum trans-

verse component which the projectile can withstand with-

out fracturing is proportional to its bend strength.

The bond strength is in turn proportional to the fracture

stress only when this stress is below the yield stress.

As the' fracture stress is raised above the yield stress

the bend strength increases in a discontinuous manner, as

is illustrated in Figure 1. The origin of this sudden

1. C.ener and R. E. Peterson: "Principles of Projectil-
Design for Penetration, First Partial Report",
WAL 762/231.
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rise in bend strength was analysed in the First Partial

Report of this series. The sudden rise is due to the

redistribution of stress caused by a slight plastic de-

formation. Thus an increase of fracture stress by only

15,000 psi over the yield stress is sufficient to

allow the outer fibres to flow plastically 1%, resulting

in a 50% rise in bend strength. A primary problem in

the making of AP projectiles is therefore the raising

of the fracture stress somewhat above the yield stress.

The purpose of the present report is to analyse the

various factors to be considered in this problem.

The first factor considered is the heat treatment of

a given composition, then the effect of composition with

the optimum heat treatment. The possibility is theoreti-

cally investigated of raising the fracture stress by

relaxing the microscopic stresses through plastic de-

l * formation. Finally, the possible influence of putting

the outer skin into compression is discussed.

If, at the highcst hardiness level obtainable in the

steel the fracture otress cannot be raised above the

yield stress, the yield stress and therefore the hardness

must be reduced or the p:ojectile must be given a

differential hoat treatment. In such a treatment the

forward portion of the projectile, which is subjected to

1. D. Van Winkle and C. Zener: "Development of Projectile
Steels, First Partial Report", WAL 321/4.

-6-



the greatest compressive and shear stresses, is given

the maximum hardness. The portion Just baJk of the

bourrelet, which Is subjected to the maximum bending

moment, is tempered to such a hardness that the

* i fracture stress lies above the yield stress. Even when,

* ias is usually the case, such a differential heat treat-

ment is resorted to, it is still desirable that the

portion just back of the bourrelet be as hard as is

* consistent with a higi. bend strength for the following

* two reasons. Firstly, the harder the steel, the

smaller is the deformation required to reach a given

bend strength. Secondly, the higher the hardness at

*: . which a high bend scrength may be obtained the less is

wE the drop in hardness necessary between the ogive anO

the high bend strength region, and consequently the less

' difficult becomes the differential temper.

RESULTS AID DISCUSSION

1. General Considerations

Factors which will apply in general to all develop-

ment work on bend strength tests may serve to give a

clearer picture of the problem at hand and therefore will

be considered first. The analysis of the bend test

given in the First Partial Report of this series demon-

strated that the bend strength of a round bar, assuming

no strain hardening, can be only 70 per cent higher

-;,.



than the yield strength even with unlimited ductility.

Calculations show that for a steel of 66 Rockwell "C"

or a yield stress of 352,000 psi. the bend strength

could only reach a value of approximately 600,000 psi.

Any higher values would be due to strain hardening. Since

maximum strains of about 5 per cent in bending are all

that can be allowed in a projectile without lessening

its penetration ability, the strain hardening will not.

"contribute a great deal to the bend strength. Therefore

bend strengths of between 6OO,OOO and 700,000 psi. repre-

sent a reasonable upper limit. Once bend strengths of

such magnitude are obtained effort should be placed

* upon maintaining that bend strength at higher yield

strength lsvels rather than increasing the bend strength

at the present yield strength level.

Emphasis is usually placed upon the hardness of a

projectile rather than its yield strength simply because

the hardness is the easier quantity to measure. Yield

strength io, however, a more appropriate criterion of

performance and hence materials should be compared in. terms of equal yield ,itrengths rather than hardnesses.

- The yield ctrengths of low alloy steels, in the fully

quenched and temnpered conditions increase with hardness

at approximately the same rat(, so a plot of berd

strengths vs. hardnesses of several low alloy steels

will place them In the same relative position as if the

m-8II
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, yield strength were plotted instead of the hardness.

The yield strengths of high-speed tool steels, however,

increase at a greater rate with hardness than do the

low alloy steels, and for comparing low alloy and high-

speed tool steels, a truer picture of relative bend

4•, strength and resistance to deformation is obtained if

the yield strength rather than hardness is plotted against

bend strength. -

Assuming a low alloy steel and a high-speed tool steel

" of the same hardness and comparable bend strengths, the

latter would be a much superior projectile steel from

the point of view of resistance to deformation and shatter.

Since however, the high-speed tool stoel obtains its bond

strength by high yield strengtps and not by being ductile,

it is capable of absorbing very little energy before

fracturing. At the present time there is insufficient data

available to say whether high bend strength alone will

prevent fracture of the projectile base or whethEr the

projectile base must be able to absorb energy In order to

withstand oblique impact without fracturing.

1. Ibid. and from additional bend tests made at Watertown
Arsenal on several high-speed tool steels, to be re-
ported on soon.

2. Figure 2 gives a graphic illustration of possible stress-
strain curves of two steels, both having the same hard-
ness but different yield strengths. The hardness value
is a measure of the flow stress at some appreoiable
strain. (In low hardness steels this flow stress corre-
s;ponds to the T.S.)

--, "~9- •'



2. Heat Treatments and 0p s~iq~c InwyetiPgated,

In order to make the study of the effects of vari-
Ous heat treatments as complete as possible only one type

of steel, FXS-318, was-studied. Two shipments of steels

cecaanleswere takenve from th rnf renachlot.dThevcompo

weremia aeceysed wroete traknkfromd renachlot ahd several

4 sitions varied only by negligible amounts within lot

shipments but the composition was quite different for

* the two lots. The compositions are as follows:
I6

C Mn. Ri1. S P Nie C r. Cu. Mo. Va.

Lot 1 .641 .73 .23 .022 .019 Tr. .09 --- .67 Nil.
Lot 2 .76 .95 .27 .0141 .010 Tr. .01 .0-8 .97 Nil. A

* V0
This difference in composition provided an opportunity toA

examine what differences existed in the physical proper-

ties of two steels whose compositions lie at the two ex-
tremities of the specified compositions.

In the first set of experiments an a~ttempt was made

to give the speciraenj as good a heat treatment as possible..

An austenitizing ternporature was therefore chosen suf-

ficiently high so that no visible carbides reiiained un-

dissolved, but not so high ae to cause appreciable grain

growth. After several trials 1650 F was found suitable.

The grain size of specimens austenitized for one half
hour at this temperature was not greater' than A.8.T.M.

#6, and no visible carbides were present at magnifications

- ~-10-4



of 1,000.*

A quenching procedure was chosen to satisfy theB

p following two requirements. Firstly, it must be suf- A
ficiently severe as to obtain a homogeneous martensitic

structure. Secondly, it must be sufficiently slow through

the martensitic transition range so that macroscopic

stresses are not developed by a non-uniform transfor-

mation, and so that the unavoidable micro-stresses be-

• I come relaxed as much as possible. The quench procedure

finally adopted was to quench in oil at 400° F, to hold

at that temperature for one minute, to air cool to room

temperature, and finally to cool to -110 F by immersion

in an alcohol and dry ice mixture.

The drawing operation allowed considerable flexi-

bility in time and temperature of draw. Thus in drawing

to a given hardness, one could heat to a high temper-

ature for a short time, or to a lower temperature for a

long time. Since no information was available in the

literature as to which extreme is preferable, several

combinations of time and temperature were triod.
The observed values of bend strengths are given in

Figure 3 for the lower carbon (0.64%) steel, in Figure 4

for the higher carbon (0.64%) steel. An increase in

drawing temperature by 200° F, together with a decrease

WBoth fie grain size determInations and the inspections

for carbides wero made by Miss M. R. Norton.

-11- •!



in drawing time by a factor Of about 100, is seen to

have no effect within experimental error of the bend

strength for a given hardness. The maximum hardness

of the higher carbon steel is nearly 3 Rockwell "C"

points higher than for the lower carbon steel. This1 higher maximum hardness is attained, however, only at the

expense of a lower maximum bend strength.

A second set of experiments was undertaken to de-

termine whether the comparatively complicated heat treat-

ment described above gives noticeably better results than

a simpler quench and temper treatment. Several quenching

procedures were tried, including: austenitizing at

16500 F and quenching into oil at 800 F; austenitizing

* at 16500 F, transferring to a furnace at 15250 F and

quenching into oil at 80° F; austenitizing at 16500 F,

holding in air for 1/2 to 3 minutes and quenching in oil

at 80° F. All bars which had been heated to 1650° F

during the heat treatment and quenched in oil at 80 F

broke brittlely even after tempering. If oil at around

90 0 F Is to be used as the quenching medium, a low

austenitizing temperature will have to be used. An

austenitizing temperature of 1525 F gave essentially the

same bend strength as when the carbides were fully dis-

solved. The observed values of bend strengths for this

last heat treatment are given in Figure 5 for the lower

carbon steel, in Figure 6 for the higher carbon steel.

-12-



For both steels the maximum hardness is slightly less,

about 1 Rockwell "O" point, and the maximum bend

strength is slightly less about 50,000 psi, thQ,, in

the case of the more complicated heat treatment. These

deviations are, however, within the range of scatter of

either heat treatment. It must, therefore be concluded

*1 that only slight improvement in bend strength at high

hardness levels is to be obtained by a simple modifi-

cation of the conventional heat treatment.

• " The steels of different carbon content respond in

quite distinct manners with respect to tempering. They

A •may be compared most readily by means of Figures 5 and 6.

-SAs the lower carbon steel is tempered, its bend strength

rises to nearly its maximum value without any percepti-

ble lowering of hardness. On the other hand, as the

higher carbon steel is tempered, its bend strength rises

only with a reduction in hardness. This difference in

behavior is illustrated by Fig-are 7 which combines

Figures 5 and 6. The as quenched hardness of the higher

carbon steel is higher than that of the lower carbon

steel by 1.5 Rockwell "C" points, but its maximum bend

, * strength is leas by about 100,000 psi. The fact that

the higher carbon steel has a lower bend strength than

the lower carbon steel at the same hardness is inter-

pretable in terms of two current concepts. The first Is

that the yield stress is a function only of the mean

i'-13-



ferritic path. The second is that the fracture stress I
is determined by the size of the carbide particles,

the larger their size, the lower the fracture stress,

If the mean ferritic path is identical for two steels

of different carbon content, the one of higher carbon

content must have the larger carbide particle size,

and therefore the lower fracture stress.

'I 3. Relaxation of Residual Stresses

The brittle behavior of steels in the as quenched

condition is popularly attributed to the presence of

residual micro-stresses. This popular concept of the

g embrittling effect of micro-stresses is in accord with

the formal theories of plasticity. In some regions of

the specimen the stresses transverse to the axis are

all compressive, in other regions part are compressive

part are tensile, in other regions all are tensile. The

regions of the third type are apt to be brittle, for in

them the yield stress has been raised, by an amount

equal to at least the smaller of the transverse tensile

stresses. If the yield stress has been raised above

the fracture stress, the region will fracture with no

1. M. ersamer, E. B.7Persall, W. S. Pellini and.
J. R. Low: "The Tensile Properties of Pearlite
Bainite and Spheroidvte", Trans. A. S. M. 10 98 (42).

2. C. Zener and J. H. Hollomon: OPlastic Flow and Rupture
of Metals, First Partial Report", WAL 732/10.



alstic deforma•ion whatever. The effects of tempering
upon the bend strength of quenched steels, described in

A
S* the first part of this report, finds a ready interpre-

tation only in terms of these micro-stresses and their . I

relaxation with temperature. The rate of relaxation of

stresses in steels has not been investigated sufficient-

ly so that one can tell whether the mioro-stresses are

completely relaxed at times and temperatures below those

which siften the steel. It is there:fore of importance

to investigate in what ways, other than by tempering,

the micro-stresses may be relieved.

In the present section an analysis is made of the

relaxation of micro-stresses by plastic deformation.

The analysis may be carried through to completion for the

important case where the micro-stresses are small com-

pared to the flow stress (i e., smaller than 1/2 the

flow stress). Tho result may be stated in simple terms.

The micro-stress pattern, that is, the stress pattern which

remains when the macro-stresses are removed, is un-

altered in type but is gradually reduced in magnitude as

plastic deformation proceeds. Thus at every point in

the solid, the principal axes of the micro-stresses remain

unaltered in direction, and the relative magnitudes of

the three principal micro-stresses remain unchanged. The

rate of decrease of the micro-stresses is given by an

-15-, :



exponential function thus

Micro-stresses- v e

where E is the macro-strain past yielding, E the strain
0

at yielding, and a is a numerical constant nearly equal
to unity, its precise value depending upon the type of

macro-strain. A plastic deformation of several per

cent is therefore very effective in relieviing the micro-

stresses. This theoretical conclusion is in agreement

with the observed relaxation of residual macro-stresses
• ! 1

by plastic deformation.

The essential contribution of the authors is tne

integration, under the appropriate conditions, of a

certain differential tensor equation obtained by

Hohenemser and Prager. In order to clarify the assumptions

involved in the final solution, a brief review is given

of the ideas leading to this equation (Sections a - c).

a. Von Mises Theory of Plastic Flow

Von Mises has postulated a concise mathematical re-

lation between the strain rates and the stresses. The

relation is given by the following set of equations:

xx = f X (Yy + Zz)/21

1. J. T. Norton and D. Rosenthal: "An Investigation of
the Behavior of Residual Stresses Under External Load
and Their Effect on Safety", The Welding Journal,
February 19.43.L . -16- _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _



with two similar equations for E and Ez, and (1)

Eyz =3f Yz

with two similar equations for Ezx and Exy

The fundamental characteristic of this relation is

.1 that it is invariant with respect to a rotation of

Ai coordinate axes. The equations therafore rest upon the

assumption that the material remains isotropic during

deformation.

The quantity f is a function of the Invariant stress

quadratic 4 defined by

2 Z(2 2 2)2
"(1/3) (Y -Z) 2 + (Zz-YXx) + (x j .Y)

(Y
+ 2(y 2 + Z 2 + Xy2)

When D is less than a critical value A2 , f is negligibly

2
small. On the other hand, if 2 is only slightly greater

than A2, f is very large. Therefore for ordinary rates

of flow SI may be taken as given by

2 A2  (3)

In the absence of strain hardening, A is regarded as a

constant. When, as in all metals, strain-hardening 4
occurs, the quantity A must be taken to be a function of "

1 2 2
the quadratic strain invariant ej as well as of .

"'1. C. Zener and J. H. Hollomon: "Plastic Ylow and Ruoture
of Metals, First Partial Report", WAL 732/10, App.'A.

-17-



It is to bepartioulu.rly noted that since neither the

quadratic stress invariant nor the quadratic strain in-

variant are constant throughout the specimen, the

quantity f cannot be taken as a constant of the spatial

coordinates. It is this indeterminancy of f which

renders the plastic equations of flow particularly

difficult of solution.

b. Reuss-Prandtl Generalized Flow Equations

A strain may be separated uniquely into two parts,

elastic and plastic. The elastic strain is that which

is recovered upon removal of all stresses, the plastic

is the residual strain. The Von Mises equations relate

professedly only to the plastic strains. They are there-

fore inapplicable Ahenever the elastic strains are

changing, as they aluays do whenever the principal axes

of the stress change their orientation. Reuss and

Prandtl have suggested that this limitation be removed

by writing the equations for the total strain rate, the

elastic plus the plastic. These equations are

~xx ~ x(y

+ f4tX1 -(l/2) (YY + Z).
* ~ J.with two similar equations for Eyy and Ezz, and (4)

yz- + Yz + 3f ,
with two similar equations for Ex and Exy In the above

i .



"equations Y is Youngts Modulus.
I2

.c" Hohenemser and Prager's Formulation of Plastic. -_Flow Equ~ ' -''-.•'

Eqs. (4) suffer from the same handicap as do Eqs.

(1) in that they contain the quantity f which is an

unknown function of position. In the particular case

Swhere plastic deformation is occurring Hohenemser and.

* Prager have been able to transform Eqs. (4) into a

new set in which this function is not present. They

have given their result in terms of the "reduced stress

-- tensor", Z and the "reduced strain increment tensor",
dEoc These are defined by the following equations:

x x-L (/)xy y

and

SXx + P Yz ZYz x
S. . . o = •z Yy+ P XY(6)

{iZx xy Zz + P

where

S.=E +E +E
xx yy zz

and
P =-(x + y + z )/3

x y z

1. K. Hohenemser and W. Prager, "Deitrag zur Mechanikdes bildsamen Verhb&tens Von Fluvsstahl,' Zeits f.Aug: Math. und Mech. 12, 1 (32).

4 -- 19-
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In terms of these tensors, their equations become

and:: dEo = .(2G/A 2 ) (o" dEo).o ()0

+ 2G dE
0

i• ~and,]

P =K

In these equations, G and K are the shear and the bulk

i,1 elastic moduli, respectively, and the constant A is

the same as that introduced in Section a. The product

E0 dEo refers to a scalar multiplication.

d. Solution for Micro-stresges

The macro-stress tensor in the region under con-

"sideration will be denoted by IS. The micro-stress I

tensor ti, will then be the difference between E and

E namely

= _c .- •

The strains, referred to the state of zero macro-

stresses, will be taken as constant on a microscopic

scale. Although this assumption of constant microscopio

strains is not strictly valid, the total strain is

certainly much more nearly constant than either of its

two components, the elastic and the plastic strains. In

certain special cases of residual mioro-stresses, such

as in the case of a pro-stressed surface skin, the

assumption of a constant strain is strictly valid. We

-20-
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may therefore set
Eo = E ' 9

* where E, and El satisfy Eq. (7), namely

I= -(2G/A 2 ) (Ei.dEI) ZI + 2G dE1  (10)

In order to obtain an equation for the micro-stress

0 tensor EII, one subtracts Eq. (10) from Eq. (7), and uses

'1 Eq. (S) and (9). The result is

j = -(2G/A 2 ) I(Zo dEI) Zo-(EIrdEi) I 1(11

• The above equation may be considerably simplified if

one assumes that the micro-stress tensor is small compared
to the macro-stress tensor, i.e.,

2 22. 2 (12)

Prager has shown that if E is the stress pattern existing

when plastic flow is taking place, then

2 A2

Therefore both Zo0 and E2 are equal to A2 . Their differ-

ence is therefore zero, and hence, in view of Eqe. (9)

and (12)

Upon using this equation, and upon observing that the

macro-stress tensor does not change wi:h deformation,
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i.e., dX1 = 0, one obtains from Eq. (10) that

In virtue of this last equation, the product (Eo~dEl)

in Eq. (11) may be replaced by (EI'dEI). One may there-

fore rewrite Eq. (11) as

d = -(2G/A2 ) (EIdEI)EII (15)

• iThe formal solution of the above equation is

-(2G./A2) j. (EI-dE1 ) (6Ei I I ="- (EII)o e (16)

The quantity (Zii)o is to be interpreted as the micro-

stress tensor at the Initiation of plastic deformation.

The integral in the exponent is to extend only over the

plastic strains.

As an important example of Eq. (16), the oaso of a

uniaxial tensile macro-stress will be considered. If a*

is the uniaxial stress, K the corresponding strain, then

from Eqs. (5) and (6), E *dE, = odS.T. In this case A2

namely zE2, is equal to (2/3).2. Therefore

- 0
II = (II)o e

where C is the plastic strain, & the elastic strain at

yield, namely a/y.

-22-
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. Effeot of Thin Layer Under Compression Qpo Bend1
barr isn trkni

When a homogeneous bar is broken in bending, fracture

appears always to start at the surface. The possibility

therefore exists that a thin layer under compression, by

delaying the initiation of fracture, may appreciably

increase the bend strength.

Suoh a thin compressive skin can appreciably raise

the bend strength only if a smaller tensile strain is

required to initiate fracture at the surface than would

be required to initiate fracture in the interior. Thus

suppose that the samo tensile strain is necessary to

initiate fracture in the interior as at the surface.

*: Then if initir-tion of fracture at the surface is prevented

by a layer under compreseion only a small percentage

increase of the curvature of the bar will raise the strain,

just under this layer, to a value which will lead to

fracture. From Figure 9 it may bt seen that this re-

lative increase in curvature is giver- by 2W/D, where W

is the thickness of the skin, D is the diameter of the

bar. "

If a smaller rtrain is necessary to initiate fracture

at the surface than in the interior, then putting the

surface under compression may appreciably raise the bead

strength. 3uch a skin would have two distinct effects.

Firstly, since the outer layer starts in a longitudinal

compression, a higher st,.ain is necessary for the outer

-23-
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! !
* ,,:,•,, layers to reach a given s•rees level. Secondly, the

• • circumferential con•ressive stress lowers the longl-

i! • tudlnal stress necessary to initiate plastic deformation.i j Once plastic deformation starts, the longitudinal stress

rises much more slowly with tensile strain than in the

•I elastic region. The outer layers may therefore undergo

•,•I a considerably greater strain before the stress reaches

•'i the fracture value than in the absence of the compressive

layer. The circumferential stress will relax rapidly
"!
ii- as the plastic deformation continues, as pointed out in

i the previous section, but only a slight increase in

'•-• strain is necessary to considerably increase •he bend

,, strength.

•: • The possible increase in bend strength occurs

primarily through a lowering of the yield stress of the

outer layers with respect to the fracture stress.

STherefore any method of introducing a surface layer under
i compress.!on which at the same time lowers the fracture

stress cannot have a beneficial effect. In fact, if the

fracture stress were lowered further than the yield stress,

the bend strength would be impaired.

I

- .-24-
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FIGURE 2

_FLOW 9 _gSS MIH_ _ _ RWW!ES H4ARDNESS
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£0 ILLUSTRATION OF POSSIBLE STRESS-STRAIN
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0 HARDNESS BUT DIFFERENT YIELD STRENGTHS.
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FIGURE 3

Bend strength of 0.6"4 carbon steel hardened by inter-
rupted quench, and tempered to various hardnesses.
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FIGURE 4

Bend stren' -th of 0.76 carbon steel hardened by inter-
rupted quench, and tempered to various hardnesses.
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$2 FI3JURE 5
Bend strength of 0.64 carbon steel hardened by con-
ventional method, and tempered to various hardnesses.
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FIGURE 6

Bend strengjth of 0.76 carbon steel hardened by con-
ventional method, and tempered to various hardnesses.'
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FIGURE 8
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CROSS SECTION OF BEND SPECIMEN

D aDIAMETER OF BAR.
R - RADIUS OF CURVATURE AT FRACTURE - BAR WITHOUT SUR-

FACE LAYER UNDER COMPRESSION.
W= THICKNESS OF SURFACE LAYER UNDER COMPRESSION.

R'- RADIUS 0O. CURVATURE AT FRACTURE-BAR WITH SURFACE
LAYER UNDER COMPRESSION.
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